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Belluno, 21st May 2019
OBJECT:

BARON B18 PRICE LIST SUPPLEMENT
NEW

STATE-OF-THE-ART

DEEP

FRYER

WITH

TOUCH

CONTROL, AUTOMATIC BASKET LIFT AND OIL FILTER
Dear Customer,
We are pleased to advise that the new EVO state-of-the-art deep fryers from the Queen9 line are now
available in both gas and electric versions.
This new technology brings numerous benefits and provides even more precise control over the cooking
process. Besides facilitating the various functions and making them more intuitive, the large touchscreen lets
you store recipes with preset temperatures and times.
The management software regulates oil temperature with great accuracy and modulates the power delivered
according to workload, thus optimising consumption and use.
The 2 automatic basket lifts are called into action once a recipe is completed, thus guaranteeing uniform
frying performance.
The automatic filtering system offers quick and easy oil cleaning by providing user-friendly instructions on the
large display. The oil’s closed circuit ensures that hot oil will be handled in complete safety. A dedicated pump
and the accessories provided mean that you can drain or fill up with oil using external containers.
In addition to our state-of-the-art touchscreen, we have also brought innovation to the heating elements.
The electric version (22 kW for 22 l tank capacity) introduces new elements whose shape is specifically
designed to optimise and increase performance.
The gas version (25 kW for 23 l tank capacity) offers automatic ignition of the main burners using the
electronic flame controller, thus eliminating the need for a pilot light.
The range consists of 4 electrically-powered models and 4 gas-powered models, each available in 4 versions:
-

Standard version with electronic touchscreen
Version with programmable basket lift and electronic touchscreen
Version with automatic oil filtering system and electronic touchscreen
Full version with basket lift, automatic oil filtering system and electronic touchscreen

You will find hereafter the pages that now supplement the current Baron B18 price list.
Our sales team will be delighted to assist with any queries or requests for additional information you might
have.
Thank you for your custom.
Yours sincerely
The Marketing Office
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